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1. The Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek opposes the West Gate Tunnel Project
(WGTP), specifically because of the detrimental impacts it will have on the
Moonee Ponds Creek:


open space



amenity



history

through the proposed Dynon Road Connection and Wurundjeri Way Extension.

2. The Statement of Purpose of the Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek is:
To ensure the preservation, restoration, environment protection and ecologically
sensitive development and maintenance of the Moonee Ponds Creek and
adjoining catchment areas, with a long term aim of securing a major regional park
(‘the Moonee Ponds Creek Parklands’) with significant recreational and
conservation value.

3. The WGTP, as it affects the lower part of the Moonee Ponds Creek, will not
ensure the preservation, enhancement and environmental protection of the Creek
and will significantly constrain the development of a regional parkland along the
Creek corridor.
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4. There are three areas of open space along the Moonee Ponds Creek affected by
the WGTP:


the former Railway Coal Canal adjacent to E-Gate and over which the
Dynon Road Connection is proposed



the sections of open space impacted by the Wurundjeri Way Extension



the proposed new open space north of Footscray Rd, west of the Creek

I would like to address the impacts of the WGTP on these three areas, shown in
the following diagram:
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RAILWAY COAL CANAL, adjoining E-GATE

5. This is a prime section of open space along the lower Moonee Ponds Creek. It
comprises part of the historic former Railway Coal Canal and directly adjoins EGate urban renewal area on its eastern side. To put this section into context, it is
the major, middle section of open space along the lower Moonee Ponds Creek,
linking open space areas upstream and downstream. It is a significant
component of a future Moonee Ponds Creek linear parklands.

6. Downstream, just south of Footscray Road is the recognised EVC regenerated
native bushland area, part of the Port of Melbourne land as shown in the
photograph below:
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Moonee Ponds Creek, east bank, south of Footscray Road

Mangroves are also regenerating in the riverine zone. This open space continues
down to Creek’s junction with the Yarra River and the recently created Ron
Barassi Snr Park at Docklands - continuing the linking and enhancement of open
spaces along the Creek.

7. The FoMPC has obtained the agreement of the State Government, as part of the
Port of Melbourne lease, for this section of the Creek corridor to be retained as
publicly accessible open space.

8. Upstream, around Arden Street and to Racecourse Road, revegetation projects
by community and organisations have seen the enhancement of the open space
corridor and habitat and biodiversity values of the Creek. And regenerated River
Red Gums along this stretch have been recognised for their significance1.

1

Melbourne Planning Scheme AmC207 – Arden-Macaulay Heritage, PPV Report
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Creek embankment between Arden St and Macaulay Rd, west side

Creek embankment south of Arden St, west side
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9. The proposed WGTP Dynon Road Connection would destroy the prime Railway
Coal Canal section of the Moonee Ponds Creek by the construction of a wide
bridge/viaduct diagonally across its midst:

Moonee Ponds Creek

EES Technical Report N - Landscape and Visual2

10. The bridge and viaduct will have significant detrimental visual and amenity
impacts:
It will be a long elevated structure, rising 3m to 5m above the waterway and to
6m over the adjacent shared path. It will be 25m wide, catering for 5 lanes of
traffic plus emergency shoulders and will have two overhead gantries3. Crossing
the Creek on a diagonal - a length of some 50 linear metres of the Creek’s open
space - it will cause even more extensive detriment. The bridge’s low elevation
will mean the waterway would be overshadowed and vegetation compromised

West Gate Tunnel Project Environment Effects Statement Technical Report N – Landscape & Visual
View Point 32, Assessment 173, Figure 121 (pdf 187/318)
3
West Gate Tunnel Project Environment Effects Statement Development and Urban Design Plans,
Attachment 3. Port CityLink and city connections. Dynon Road EB & WB ramps D1&D2, Plan and
Elevation Sheet 7 (pdf 116/168)
2
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and/or unviable. This includes the Endangered Brackish Wetland EVC 656
vegetation that lines the Creek edges 4, seen in the photograph above.
11. The model screen shot of the structure from the City of Melbourne’s closing
submission5 shows the overshadowing of the Creek environs:

West Gate Tunnel Project Environment Effects Statement Technical Report F – Ecology. AECOM
report – Port, CityLink and city connections. Figures 28, 29; Table 20, pp 100-101 (pdf 121-122/611)
5
West Gate Tunnel Project IAC Hearing Document No. 160. Part 4. Image WGT_MCC_20
Submission of Melbourne City Council
4
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12. And examples from CityLink show the veritable wastelands that occur under such
structures:

CityLink on ramp at Dynon Road

CityLink off ramp at Footscray Road
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13. Noise impacts on the amenity of the open space will be significant. The bridge
and ramp roadway surfaces will be hard asphalt/concrete, not OGA. No noise
barriers will be used despite predicted noise levels of 71 dB(A)L10(18hr) for Moonee
Ponds Creek open space as given in the EES Noise & Vibration technical report6.

14. Traffic noise can detrimentally impact on public open spaces and their
recreational uses, as was highlighted during East West Link hearings, where it
was stated by the LMA consultant that EWL traffic noise would preclude passive
recreational use of parkland areas; use would be restricted to cyclists or joggers
passing through fast.

15. Updated traffic noise policies in other Australian states recognise the importance
of noise limits for public open spaces. For example, in NSW, these are 55
dB(A)LAeq(15hr) (equivalent to 58 dB(A)LA10)) for passive recreation use and 60
dB(A)LAeq(15hr) (equivalent to 63 dB(A)LA10) for active recreation use7.

16. Reference to the obsolete 2005 VicRoads Traffic Noise Policy for the WGTP is
unacceptable. In the VicRoads policy, no noise limits apply to public open space.
It is believed the review of the VicRoads Noise Policy, which commenced in
2015, is being held back by the State Government keen to see limited noise
controls locked into concession deeds for CLTW and WGT projects – the latter
until 2045.

17. For the WGTP to meet its noise objective for health, amenity and environmental
quality:
To minimise adverse air quality, noise and vibration effects of the health and amenity of
nearby residents, local communities and road users during both construction and
operation of the West Gate Tunnel Project

[emphases added]

then -

West Gate Tunnel Project Environment Effects Statement Technical Report H – Noise & Vibration,
AECOM Surface noise and vibration impact assessment report, page 235-6, pdf 265-6/507
7
NSW Road Noise Policy 2011, Table 4
http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/resources/noise/2011236nswroadnoisepolicy.pdf
6
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“more stringent noise standards” must be applied for the public open space areas of the
Moonee Ponds Creek and should be incorporated into the Environmental Performance
Requirements - EPR NVP1:


passive open space:

58dB(A)L10(15hr)



active open space:

63dB(A)L10(15hr)

18. The Railway Coal Canal section of the Creek directly adjoins E-Gate, long
earmarked as an urban renewal area by the State Government. Using the Creek
open space as the basis for a larger open space serving the E-Gate mixed use
area is logical, sound planning, environmentally responsible and meets many
strategic directions, as given in our written EES submission8.

19. This would also recognise and preserve historic aspects of this section of the
Creek. The Railway Coal Canal operated to bring coal barges to the North
Melbourne rail yards from the 1880s to 1930s. Fellow submitter, Michael Ingram
has detailed this in his EES submission No. 312.

8

Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek Submission to West Gate Tunnel Project EES, No. 17
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20. There is also the potential for linking the Railway Coal Canal open space area on
the east side of the Creek with open space on the west side of the Creek when
the Dynon urban renewal precinct is developed.

21. Dynon Road Connection summary:
The FoMPC does not support the Dynon Road Connection because of its
detrimental and destructive visual, noise and environmental impacts on this key
section of the Moonee Ponds Creek open space; negating the linking of open
spaces along the lower Moonee Ponds Creek to form a linear

parkland(s) of

conservation and recreational value and compromising the potential for a larger
public open space as part of the urban renewal of E-Gate.

WURUNDJERI WAY EXTENSION

22. The elevated Wurundjeri Way Extension9 will be constructed through two open
space areas on either side of the Creek, north of Dynon Road. These two areas
form a biolink across the Creek. On the northeast side of the Creek, a

9

West Gate Tunnel Project Environment Effects Statement Development and Urban Design Plans,
Attachment 3. Port CityLink and city connections. Wurundjeri Way Extension. Plan and Elevation
Sheet 1. Sheet 81 of 105 (pdf 119/168)
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community revegetation project was undertaken in association with the
construction of the Regional Rail Link (RRL) – shown in the photo below:

23. Directly across the Creek is the open space area, formerly well vegetated with
semi-mature trees and shrubs, which the Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek
expected to be returned to open space following its temporary use for the RRL
and CLTW:
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24. The elevated dual structure of the Wurundjeri Way Extension will cut through
both these open space areas on either side of the Creek, also inserting pylons in
the waterway itself10. The waterway will become covered for around two thirds of
its length between Dynon Road and Arden Street by overhead freeway and rail
structures. What was considered a green link in this area – a biolink to enhance
biodiversity and habitat across the Creek - will be destroyed. One only has to
walk upstream under existing CityLink and rail structures to see what the
outcome of the proposed Wurundjeri Way Extension would be like.

25. Road engineers will solve a problem when told to do so. There was
acknowledgement by presenters at these IAC hearings that building Wurundjeri
Way Extension at grade would be preferable. If an extension of Wurundjeri Way
is approved, then it should be redesigned to join Dynon Road east of the E-Gate
entry so as to preserve this part of the Creek’s open space.

West Gate Tunnel Project Environment Effects Statement Development and Urban Design Plans –
Attachment 3. Port CityLink and city connections. Wurundjeri Way Extension Plan and Elevation
Sheet 1. Sheet 81 of 105 (pdf 119/168)
10
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PROPOSED NEW OPEN SPACE
26. It is hard to see how such an appalling open space area offset could ever have
been conceived.
View looking east

West Gate Tunnel Project EES Development & Urban Design Plans, Attachment 3
CityLink and Gateway Feature. Sheet 51 of 54 (pdf 163/168)

View looking northwest

YouTubeAU West Gate Tunnel Project Design fly through
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qEgmyLYPNlk
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27. The problems with the WGTP proposed new open space include:


surrounded by heavily trafficked Footscray Road, VLine heavy rail, elevated
CityLink infrastructure, proposed WGTP Dynon Road Connection with off
ramp connection to Footscray Road



elevated CityLink off ramp crosses diagonally through the site



elevated Veloway winds through the site



high probability contaminated ground



contains extensive gas mains infrastructure



site contains polluted drain, subject of EPA complaints



poor accessibility



very low amenity for public open space; questionable “health and wellbeing
benefits”11



low visual amenity with surrounding CityLink, WGTP and road infrastructure



significant noise impacts; no noise mitigation; unsuitable for passive
recreation



likely poor air quality



habitat value questionable



uncertainty as to when/if the space would be acquired, decontaminated and
management agreed

28. It is suggested an alternative open space for the WGTP should be expansion of
the Railway Coal Canal section of the Creek (with the Dynon Road Connection
deleted) into the E-Gate urban renewal precinct, creating a larger, high quality,
recreational open space for future E-Gate residents, workers and visitors and
contributing to an enhanced ecological environment for the Creek.

11

EES Main Report, Vol. 4 Port CityLink and city connections, Introduction 24.1.2 Open space and
recreational areas, page 24-2 (pdf 6/316)
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CONCLUSION

29. Gone are the days when waterways were seen as free open spaces for building
freeways and environmental vandalism ensued. Today, for the Moonee Ponds
Creek an alternative view is being discussed, through the Moonee Ponds Creek
Collaboration Group, of which the Friends of Moonee Ponds Creek is a member.
The question now being asked is ‘how do we transform the Moonee Ponds Creek
into an iconic waterway for Melbourne that provides high social and
environmental benefits’.

30. The Western Distributor Authority (WDA) has stated during these hearings that
the Moonee Ponds Creek “has a great capacity for change” – yes indeed, we
would say, but positively by enhancing its function as an open space corridor, as
linked linear parklands, enhancing biodiversity, habitat and recreational values.
Not negatively as the WGTP proposes, by slashing a prime open space area of
the Creek with a freeway bridge across it; elevated viaducts destroying other
open space areas along the Creek; pylons in the waterway - pre-empting the
opportunities to expand and enhance these open spaces.

oOo

Kaye Oddie
Secretary
12 September, 2017
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